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Quantech Design now employs six full time staff with over 60 years of mechanical engineering Quantech Design now employs six full time staff with over 60 years of mechanical engineering 
experience with a strong manufacturing background.  We offer extensive knowledge in common experience with a strong manufacturing background.  We offer extensive knowledge in common 
sense engineering to provide a practical solution for your engineering needs.sense engineering to provide a practical solution for your engineering needs.
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COMPANY PROFILE

MEET THE TEAM

Quantech Design Pty. Ltd. is a Wangaratta based company providing contract mechanical Quantech Design Pty. Ltd. is a Wangaratta based company providing contract mechanical 
engineering design, modelling and drafting for a wide variety of industries throughout engineering design, modelling and drafting for a wide variety of industries throughout 
Australia and internationally. The company was established in 2005 and has rapidly grown Australia and internationally. The company was established in 2005 and has rapidly grown 
to become a recognized professional service provider that is relied upon by many companies to become a recognized professional service provider that is relied upon by many companies 
within our fields of expertise.within our fields of expertise.

With the use of  the Solidworks CAD package we are able to produce professional and With the use of  the Solidworks CAD package we are able to produce professional and 
accurate mechanical designs and detail drawings for our customers. Quantech Design is accurate mechanical designs and detail drawings for our customers. Quantech Design is 
also proficient in the field of Finite Element Analysis (FEA). This allows us to simulate working also proficient in the field of Finite Element Analysis (FEA). This allows us to simulate working 
loads in a design and evaluate stresses as well as deformation. This process eliminates the loads in a design and evaluate stresses as well as deformation. This process eliminates the 
requirement for extensive prototyping and physical testing by identifying areas of concern requirement for extensive prototyping and physical testing by identifying areas of concern 
within the design.within the design.
Quantech Design also has experience in working with the following design programs:Quantech Design also has experience in working with the following design programs:
•Creo•Creo
•Inventor•Inventor
•AutoCad•AutoCad
•Fusion•Fusion
•DraftSight•DraftSight

Quantech Design offers many advantages over an in-house designer and detailer. Working Quantech Design offers many advantages over an in-house designer and detailer. Working 
with Quantech gives you access to a team of specialist engineers, designers and detailers. with Quantech gives you access to a team of specialist engineers, designers and detailers. 
Having decades of experience across a variety of fields Quantech can provide a unique Having decades of experience across a variety of fields Quantech can provide a unique 
and effective solution to any engineering obstacles you may have.and effective solution to any engineering obstacles you may have.



No project is too big! From dewatering mine No project is too big! From dewatering mine 
sites to directional drilling we can work within sites to directional drilling we can work within 
your sector.your sector.

With experience in:With experience in:
•Earthmoving equipment•Earthmoving equipment
•Underground boring machinery•Underground boring machinery
•Mud cleaning systems•Mud cleaning systems
•Pipe and cable ploughing machinery•Pipe and cable ploughing machinery
•Tub grinders•Tub grinders
•Wood processing equipment•Wood processing equipment

HEAVY ENGINEERING

Whether it’s intensive farming or broadacre Whether it’s intensive farming or broadacre 
cropping, we have the expertise you need, cropping, we have the expertise you need, 
covering a variety of agricultural sectors.covering a variety of agricultural sectors.

With experience in:With experience in:
•Front end loaders•Front end loaders
•Back hoes•Back hoes
•Forklifts•Forklifts
•Feed processing equipment•Feed processing equipment
•Chaser bins•Chaser bins
•Mother bins•Mother bins
•Fertilizer spreaders•Fertilizer spreaders
•Air seeders•Air seeders
•Hydraulics•Hydraulics

AGRICULTURAL



Quantech have the expertise to work on Quantech have the expertise to work on 
a vast range of transport projects.a vast range of transport projects.

With experience in:With experience in:
•Race car transporters•Race car transporters
•Heavy equipment haulage•Heavy equipment haulage
•Truck bodies •Truck bodies 
••Tilt traysTilt trays
•Live bottom trailers•Live bottom trailers
•Camper trailers•Camper trailers
•Vacuum Tankers•Vacuum Tankers
•Aircraft service vehicles•Aircraft service vehicles
•Merchandising truck bodies•Merchandising truck bodies

TRANSPORT

From waste handling equipment to grain From waste handling equipment to grain 
storage and transport we have you covered.storage and transport we have you covered.

With experience in:With experience in:
•Conveyor systems•Conveyor systems
•Plant process layouts•Plant process layouts
•Robotic palletizing systems•Robotic palletizing systems
•Meat processing equipment•Meat processing equipment
•Plant condition reports•Plant condition reports
•Insurance assessments•Insurance assessments

MATERIALS HANDLING



From playgrounds to acoustic sound deadening, we From playgrounds to acoustic sound deadening, we 
have the ability to create specific designs relating to have the ability to create specific designs relating to 
architectural tasks and public spaces.architectural tasks and public spaces.

With experience in:With experience in:
•Bin enclosures•Bin enclosures
•Decks•Decks
•Street furniture•Street furniture
•Park shelters•Park shelters
•Acoustic ceilings•Acoustic ceilings
•Cabinetry•Cabinetry
•Reception desks•Reception desks
•Playgrounds•Playgrounds

ARCHITECTURAL

Whether its a plant layout or machine design, Whether its a plant layout or machine design, 
with decades of experience in the field we with decades of experience in the field we 
are here to help.are here to help.

With experience in:With experience in:
•Silo manufacturing equipment•Silo manufacturing equipment
•Aircraft fire fighting simulators•Aircraft fire fighting simulators
•Solar installations•Solar installations
•Factory equipment•Factory equipment
•Stacking factory doors•Stacking factory doors
•Munitions equipment•Munitions equipment
•Log saws and splitters•Log saws and splitters

INDUSTRY



CASE STUDYCASE STUDY
Reamer Positioner – A device for the construction of directional drilling reamers.

One of our Victorian based clients is involved in large scale earthworks and directional One of our Victorian based clients is involved in large scale earthworks and directional 
drilling across Australia. Quantech Design have worked side by side with them to design and drilling across Australia. Quantech Design have worked side by side with them to design and 
produce equipment used in drilling, transport, logging, construction and dewatering projects. produce equipment used in drilling, transport, logging, construction and dewatering projects. 
This project looked at fabricating reamers in house rather than outsourcing them. The reamers This project looked at fabricating reamers in house rather than outsourcing them. The reamers 
can be as large as 3.3m in length, 1.5 in diameter and weigh up to 8 tonnes. Due to the sheer can be as large as 3.3m in length, 1.5 in diameter and weigh up to 8 tonnes. Due to the sheer 
size they could not be manufactured using existing jigging and overhead cranes. As such, size they could not be manufactured using existing jigging and overhead cranes. As such, 
Quantech Design was contracted to design a custom structure to not only handle the largest Quantech Design was contracted to design a custom structure to not only handle the largest 
reamer but also accomodate the smaller sizes.reamer but also accomodate the smaller sizes.

SOLUTIONSOLUTION
A specialised welding jig was developed to lift, rotate and hold the reamer. A separate jib A specialised welding jig was developed to lift, rotate and hold the reamer. A separate jib 
crane was also added to the structure such that reamer components could be lifted and crane was also added to the structure such that reamer components could be lifted and 
attached to the reamer whilst it was hoisted. The main rotating slew ring is a drive from a attached to the reamer whilst it was hoisted. The main rotating slew ring is a drive from a 
Caterpillar D8 bulldozer which allows for 360° rotation in the Z – axis. A hydraulic motor Caterpillar D8 bulldozer which allows for 360° rotation in the Z – axis. A hydraulic motor 
incorporated into one of the positioners arms allows for 360° rotation in the X-axis along with incorporated into one of the positioners arms allows for 360° rotation in the X-axis along with 
cylinders used to adjust for varying reamer length. Finally, a pair of hydraulic cylinders allow cylinders used to adjust for varying reamer length. Finally, a pair of hydraulic cylinders allow 
for vertical translation so that the work piece can be positioned exactly how the operator for vertical translation so that the work piece can be positioned exactly how the operator 
needs in order to weld out as quickly as possible.needs in order to weld out as quickly as possible.
The design process involved several steps - after the initial client meeting a 2D concept was The design process involved several steps - after the initial client meeting a 2D concept was 
drawn up to accurately scale reamer size, member size and rotational requirements. From here drawn up to accurately scale reamer size, member size and rotational requirements. From here 
a 3D model was created and both hand calculations and preliminary FEA simulations were a 3D model was created and both hand calculations and preliminary FEA simulations were 
completed in order to validate member sizing. After confirmation of general design a fully completed in order to validate member sizing. After confirmation of general design a fully 
complete and functioning model was created for customer review and comment. Once the complete and functioning model was created for customer review and comment. Once the 
clients requirements were fully satisfied, a finite element analysis was performed on all critical clients requirements were fully satisfied, a finite element analysis was performed on all critical 
members of the structure including the D8 drive, crane beam, lifting arms, crane structure and members of the structure including the D8 drive, crane beam, lifting arms, crane structure and 
safety locking mechanisms. After FEA approval, full shop drawings were created for all parts safety locking mechanisms. After FEA approval, full shop drawings were created for all parts 
and assemblies ready for manufacture.and assemblies ready for manufacture.

At Quantech Design, we relish the opportunity to create unique solutions to complex issues At Quantech Design, we relish the opportunity to create unique solutions to complex issues 
within all sectors. Our team can work closely with you and your current suppliers to engineer within all sectors. Our team can work closely with you and your current suppliers to engineer 
a solution to any problem that you may have.a solution to any problem that you may have.


